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Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi) is the national mapping 
agency of the Republic of Ireland. It produces and sells a very 
comprehensive range of urban, rural, tourist and leisure maps 
at a variety of scales in digital and printed form. OSi also 
produces aerial photographs and digital terrain models.
Customers include:

• Individual members of the public
• Tourists
• Schools
• The construction industry
• Architects
• Engineers
• Property and legal fi rms
• Government Departments and local authorities.

Annual revenues amount to €20 million.
OSi also licences data for a wide range of computer based 
applications such as Computer Aided Design (CAD) and 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
OSi products are state of the art, produced using the most up to 
date technology to international standards and, consequently, the 
company is a leader in the Irish geographic information market.
All products are available directly from the OSi shop 
(+353 1 802 5300) at the OSi headquarters in the Phoenix Park 
(near Castleknock Gate) through its online shop and through 
a national network of retail outlets.
In November 2017, OSi/CSO hosted the prestigious European 
Forum for Geography and Statistics (EFGS) Conference in Dublin.
The experts at that conference debated on the topics discussed 
in this lesson, while exploring the best ways of linking geography 
with other offi cial statistics. 

You can fi nd out more about the work of Ordnance Survey 
Ireland at www.osi.ie

What data does Census 2016 provide?
The 2016 Census provides fi fteen data categories called ‘Themes’, 
as shown in the graphic below, ranging from Sex, Age & Marital 
Status (Theme 1) to PC & Internet Access (Theme 15). Each Theme 
then contains a number of relevant data sets. 

The term statistics is generally used to refer to data set out in 
numerical form. The Census provides a range of statistical data 
relating to the following geographical levels:

• 51 Administrative 
Counties

• 95 Municipal 
Districts, and

• 3,409 Small Areas

These different 
levels are known 
as ‘geographies’.
The spatial areas 
are defi ned by 
Ireland’s statutory 
boundaries. The data 
sets representing 
these boundaries 
are provided by OSi 
through its GeoHive platform.

Solving the problem
The planner mentioned above would research 
‘Theme 10 (Education)’ and then look for one of 
the data sets (called Attributes on the site) titled 
‘Honours bachelor degree, professional qualifi cation 
or both – Total’

The above colour rendered map now appears. Each colour 
represents the number of individuals with the relevant education 
indicated by the scale shown. The map shows the national 
distribution of such people. This happens as a result of the site’s 
smart mapping capability which truly brings geography and 
statistics together. 

Any location on the map can then be chosen and the data for 
that location will be displayed. For example, assume that the 
planner is interested in locating the factory in a midland county 
such as Roscommon, the geography of interest in this case is the 
Administrative County level. Clicking on Roscommon displays a 
table of data on the Roscommon population, including the fact that 
households have the required level of education.

The future
In the past authoritative data sources have been standalone 
and isolated. It is certain that as time passes, most of these will 
be linked across the internet and will be updated regularly. 
The collaboration between statistical and mapping agencies is 
a classic example of how technology can ensure that important 
decisions are evidence based. Furthermore, as a result of the open 
data policy, small communities and individuals will have the same 
access as national agencies. Ireland is at forefront of these changes.

This is vividly illustrated by the fact that the international conference 
of the European Forum for Geography and Statistics was hosted 
by OSi in November 2017. 

In this lesson we deal with the way digital technology is being used 
to link different types of data in order to assist decision making. 
For example, assume that a computer manufacturer is looking for 
a suitable location in Ireland for a new manufacturing unit. The 
organisation will need to be confi dent that it can recruit graduates to 
fi ll a variety of roles at the new site. Accordingly, the planner involved 
decides to identify those locations in Ireland with an output of third 
level graduates. How would the planner fi nd the information needed? 
Not long ago this would have been a time-consuming task.

 Now however, such information is very easy to access and visualise. 
This is due to an innovative collaboration between Ordnance Survey 
Ireland (OSi) and the Central Statistics Offi ce (CSO). The planner 
can also be sure that the information provided is accurate and 
reliable. In other words the data is authoritative data.

What is authoritative data?
Authoritative data is data that is offi cially recognised as being valid 
and correct. The availability of such data avoids the risk of using 
faulty information to support a potentially costly exercise such as 
a major business plan or 
regional development plan. 
An organisation that provides 
the authoritative information 
is known as an Authoritative 
Data Source. 

Both OSi and the CSO are authoritative sources. OSi is the source 
of geographical data (also known as geospatial data or spatial 
data). The CSO Is the recognised source of information relating to 
economic, social and other activities. 

The collaboration of these two organisations provides a source that 
allows the planner to fi nd and combine maps with the appropriate 
social data. This source is called the Census 2016 Open Data Site 
and can be accessed at http://census2016.geohive.ie/.

The data provided by the site is open data. This means that the 
information can be accessed, used or redistributed by anyone free 
of charge. The OSi/CSO open data collaboration illustrates the 
application of a modern concept known as linked data.

What is linked data?
Most data sources provide specialised information that is categorised 
or classifi ed in some way. These categories are often referred to as 
data sets. However, these data sets are usually stored in different 
computers at different locations. 

For example, a student undertaking a project may have the 
addresses of all football clubs in the country. It would be very useful 
if the student could show the location of these clubs on a map as a 
feature of the project. Clearly this would be a very time consuming 
task. However, if the club data and the mapping data were 
automatically linked the task could be performed in a few seconds. 
The concept of linked data is very important. It provides a cost 
effective and effi cient tool for planners all over the world.      
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Syllabus References
The main syllabus references for the lesson are:
Leaving Certifi cate Geography
• Geographical information systems (GIS) as a specialised 

investigative tool used to combine data sources in the study 
of particular areas or geographical problems. (p.20)

• Elective Unit 5: Patterns and Processes in the Human 
Environment (pp.28-29)

Leaving Certifi cate Technology
• Option: Information and Communications Technology (p.30)
• The internet and the World Wide Web. Explain what the 

internet is and navigate the WWW using a browser. Use 
search engines to locate desired information. Use Boolean 
operators to locate more exact information.

Science and Technology in Action is also widely used by 
Transition Year classes.

Student Activities
1. The Census 2016 Open Data Site (http://census2016.

geohive.ie/ ) provides instructional videos called ‘Getting 
Started’ and ‘Get 
Mapping’.

2. Watch the Getting 
Started video and 
then carry out the 
procedures shown.

3. Watch the Get 
Mapping video  and 
then carry out the 
procedures shown.

4. Produce the 
following maps 
showing: -

• Administrative 
County Level 
national distribution 
of households with 
broadband

• The statistics for a county of your choice showing the number 
of  households with broadband

Note: The Census 2016 Data Site offers a wide range of 
opportunities for enhancing a project intended for the BTYSTE 
or SciFest competitions.

Did You Know?
• In order to link data on the web it must be provided in the 

Linked Data format.
• Tim Berners-Lee invented a star rating for sharing linked data 

openly on the web. The highest rating is 5 Star and Ireland’s 
geospatial Linked Data has this rating. How this was achieved 
was a topic of presentation at the 2017 EFGS conference 
in Dublin.

• The Central Statistics Offi ce was established in 1949 as 
Ireland’s national statistical organisation.

• In 2012 OSi commissioned a survey which estimated that 
Ireland’s Geospatial Industry saved €82m in the public sector, 
€279m in time savings and €104m in competition benefi ts.

• Open data policy is governed by the Creative Commons 
(CC) licence. This type of licence allows the free use and 
distribution of information which is otherwise copyright.

Biographical Note
Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee

Tim Berners-Lee is an English engineer and 
computer scientist. He is the inventor of the 
World Wide Web and carried out the fi rst 
successful HTTP communication between 
computers across the Internet in 1989. 

He is the director of the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C), which supervises the 
ongoing development of the Web.

He is also a researcher at the Computer Science and Artifi cial 
Intelligence Laboratory at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology) and a member of the advisory board of the MIT 
Center for Collective Intelligence.  

In 2016 he received the Turing Award which is named after 
Alan Turing, the famous mathematician and Second World War 
code breaker.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this lesson, students should be able to: 

• Defi ne the terms ‘ authoritative data’, ‘open data’ and 
‘linked data’.

• Discuss the benefi ts of linking geospatial data with other forms 
of data.

• Identify some types of decision that would benefi t from linked 
geospatial and social data.

• Use the Census 2016 Open Data Site to match a data set with 
a chosen geography.

• Outline the function of Ordnance Survey Ireland.

General Learning Points 
These are additional relevant points which are 
used to extend knowledge and facilitate discussion.

• There is a set of agreed standards that must be applied to 
all data objects to convert them to Linked Data format.

• OSi and Trinity College Dublin (ADAPT) carried out the original 
research to enable the provision of linked geographical data 
in Ireland.

• The Smart Mapping facility referred to in the lesson is provided 
by the OSi GeoHive service. Learn more about GeoHive in OSi 
lesson called ‘Layered Mapping’ at http://sta.ie/lesson/layered-
mapping.

• You can fi nd some interesting information about linked data at: 
https://www.efgs2017.ie/blog/7-things-you-should-know-about-
linked-data/ 

True/False Questions

a) Evidence based data offers no advantages to decision 
makers. T F

b) It is not possible to link different data sources across 
the Internet. T F

c) Data that can be trusted is known as authoritative data.  T F
d) ‘Spatial data’ is another name for ‘geographical data’. T F
e) The CSO main data set categories are called ‘themes’.   T F
f) There is one type of map available on the Census 2016 

Open Data Site. T F
g) OSi provides all the mapping data used on the Census 

2016 Open Data Site.  T F 
h) Open Data is data that can be accessed free of charge. T F 
i) The OSi GeoHive service provides the mapping data 

for the Census 2016 Open Data Site. T F
j) Administrative counties are the smallest areas referred 

to on the Census 2016 Open Data Site. T F

Check your answers to these questions on www.sta.ie.

Revise The Terms
Can you recall the meaning of the following terms? 
Revising terminology is a powerful aid to recall and retention.

Administrative Counties; authoritative data; Authoritative Data Source; 
Census 2016 Open Data Site; European Forum for Geography and 
Statistics; geographical data; geospatial data; linked data; Municipal 
Districts; open data; Small Areas; smart mapping; spatial data.

Check the Glossary of terms for this lesson on www.sta.ie

Examination Questions 

Leaving Certifi cate Geography (HL) 2016, Q. 6 
Using the Ordnance Survey map 
(available from www.examinations.ie )
answer each of the following questions. 

(i)  Calculate the approximate area, in 
square kilometres, of Westport Bay, 
south of northing 85 and west of 
easting 95. 

(ii)  What is the aspect of the slope at M 037 784? 
(iii)  Measure the straight line distance, in kilometres, from the 

Post Offi ce in Westport town to the Post Offi ce at M 033 804. 
(iv)  Give a six-fi gure grid reference for the Trailhead on the 

waymarked walk, in the south of the Ordnance Survey map. 

Leaving Certifi cate Geography (HL) 2014, Q. 7 
Examine the 1:50 000 Ordnance Survey 
map and legend (available from www.
examinations.ie) and answer each of the 
following questions. 

(i)  Give a six-fi gure grid reference for a 
mast shown on the Ordnance Survey 
map. 

(ii)  Calculate the area of the Ordnance 
Survey map located in subzone X. 

(iii)  What is the aspect of the slope in grid 
box X 22 90? 

(iv)  Measure the straight line distance, in kilometres, from the 18 
hole golf course at X 297 924 to the parking at X 232 903. 

Leaving Certifi cate Geography (HL) 2014, Q. 8 
Examine the aerial 
photograph, the 1:50 000 
Ordnance Survey map 
and legend (available from 
www.examinations.ie) and 
answer each of the following 
questions. 

(i)  Over which of the 
following points was the 
camera when the aerial photograph was taken? Select the 
correct answer. 
X 265 934 or X 255 930 

(ii)  Name the main road that passes through the large 
roundabout in the left background of the aerial photograph. 

(iii)  State one way that the physical landscape impedes the 
development of Dungarvan as a port. 

(iv)  Name the religious antiquity in the right background of the 
aerial photograph.  

(In the pdf version the three images above are hyperlinked.)
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Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee

Tim Berners-Lee is an English engineer and 
computer scientist. He is the inventor of the 
World Wide Web and carried out the fi rst 
successful HTTP communication between 
computers across the Internet in 1989. 

He is the director of the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C), which supervises the 
ongoing development of the Web.

He is also a researcher at the Computer Science and Artifi cial 
Intelligence Laboratory at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology) and a member of the advisory board of the MIT 
Center for Collective Intelligence.  

In 2016 he received the Turing Award which is named after 
Alan Turing, the famous mathematician and Second World War 
code breaker.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this lesson, students should be able to: 

• Defi ne the terms ‘ authoritative data’, ‘open data’ and 
‘linked data’.

• Discuss the benefi ts of linking geospatial data with other forms 
of data.

• Identify some types of decision that would benefi t from linked 
geospatial and social data.

• Use the Census 2016 Open Data Site to match a data set with 
a chosen geography.

• Outline the function of Ordnance Survey Ireland.

General Learning Points 
These are additional relevant points which are 
used to extend knowledge and facilitate discussion.

• There is a set of agreed standards that must be applied to 
all data objects to convert them to Linked Data format.

• OSi and Trinity College Dublin (ADAPT) carried out the original 
research to enable the provision of linked geographical data 
in Ireland.

• The Smart Mapping facility referred to in the lesson is provided 
by the OSi GeoHive service. Learn more about GeoHive in OSi 
lesson called ‘Layered Mapping’ at http://sta.ie/lesson/layered-
mapping.

• You can fi nd some interesting information about linked data at: 
https://www.efgs2017.ie/blog/7-things-you-should-know-about-
linked-data/ 

True/False Questions

a) Evidence based data offers no advantages to decision 
makers. T F

b) It is not possible to link different data sources across 
the Internet. T F

c) Data that can be trusted is known as authoritative data.  T F
d) ‘Spatial data’ is another name for ‘geographical data’. T F
e) The CSO main data set categories are called ‘themes’.   T F
f) There is one type of map available on the Census 2016 

Open Data Site. T F
g) OSi provides all the mapping data used on the Census 

2016 Open Data Site.  T F 
h) Open Data is data that can be accessed free of charge. T F 
i) The OSi GeoHive service provides the mapping data 

for the Census 2016 Open Data Site. T F
j) Administrative counties are the smallest areas referred 

to on the Census 2016 Open Data Site. T F

Check your answers to these questions on www.sta.ie.

Revise The Terms
Can you recall the meaning of the following terms? 
Revising terminology is a powerful aid to recall and retention.

Administrative Counties; authoritative data; Authoritative Data Source; 
Census 2016 Open Data Site; European Forum for Geography and 
Statistics; geographical data; geospatial data; linked data; Municipal 
Districts; open data; Small Areas; smart mapping; spatial data.

Check the Glossary of terms for this lesson on www.sta.ie

Examination Questions 

Leaving Certifi cate Geography (HL) 2016, Q. 6 
Using the Ordnance Survey map 
(available from www.examinations.ie )
answer each of the following questions. 

(i)  Calculate the approximate area, in 
square kilometres, of Westport Bay, 
south of northing 85 and west of 
easting 95. 

(ii)  What is the aspect of the slope at M 037 784? 
(iii)  Measure the straight line distance, in kilometres, from the 

Post Offi ce in Westport town to the Post Offi ce at M 033 804. 
(iv)  Give a six-fi gure grid reference for the Trailhead on the 

waymarked walk, in the south of the Ordnance Survey map. 

Leaving Certifi cate Geography (HL) 2014, Q. 7 
Examine the 1:50 000 Ordnance Survey 
map and legend (available from www.
examinations.ie) and answer each of the 
following questions. 

(i)  Give a six-fi gure grid reference for a 
mast shown on the Ordnance Survey 
map. 

(ii)  Calculate the area of the Ordnance 
Survey map located in subzone X. 

(iii)  What is the aspect of the slope in grid 
box X 22 90? 

(iv)  Measure the straight line distance, in kilometres, from the 18 
hole golf course at X 297 924 to the parking at X 232 903. 

Leaving Certifi cate Geography (HL) 2014, Q. 8 
Examine the aerial 
photograph, the 1:50 000 
Ordnance Survey map 
and legend (available from 
www.examinations.ie) and 
answer each of the following 
questions. 

(i)  Over which of the 
following points was the 
camera when the aerial photograph was taken? Select the 
correct answer. 
X 265 934 or X 255 930 

(ii)  Name the main road that passes through the large 
roundabout in the left background of the aerial photograph. 

(iii)  State one way that the physical landscape impedes the 
development of Dungarvan as a port. 

(iv)  Name the religious antiquity in the right background of the 
aerial photograph.  

(In the pdf version the three images above are hyperlinked.)

Putting statistics 
on the map

Syllabus References
The main syllabus references for the lesson are:
Leaving Certifi cate Geography
• Geographical information systems (GIS) as a specialised 

investigative tool used to combine data sources in the study 
of particular areas or geographical problems. (p.20)

• Elective Unit 5: Patterns and Processes in the Human 
Environment (pp.28-29)

Leaving Certifi cate Technology
• Option: Information and Communications Technology (p.30)
• The internet and the World Wide Web. Explain what the 

internet is and navigate the WWW using a browser. Use 
search engines to locate desired information. Use Boolean 
operators to locate more exact information.

Science and Technology in Action is also widely used by 
Transition Year classes.
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or SciFest competitions.
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